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Satsang with Swamiji  
 

Spiritual Development and Finding a True Spiritual Master 
 

When I was young I studied at school where I met many teachers. Even 

though there are many teachers of spirituality, it is still one subject. Teachers 

may teach different techniques, their actions may differ, and the way they 

teach may differ. The subject of spirituality is about developing yourself in 

the spiritual life, making yourself confident in spirituality, making yourself 

trust yourself, and gaining faith in God, in the Divine. All spiritual masters 

who come to the world teach from a different angle, in different ways, using 

different actions, but the subject is one. What is the subject?  The subject is 

how to develop in spirituality. 

 

If a disciple wants to have a guru then it is good for them to have one guru.  According to the 

meaning of being a disciple, you should have only one guru.  A devotee can have ten gurus—it 

doesn’t matter.  The disciple and the devotee approach the subject from different angles. The 

disciple is a bhakta, a person who is devoted to the spiritual path.  The disciple sacrifices his or her 

life, becomes a renunciate, and follows the way of nirvana.  (...) Those who like can become  

renunciates and learn the way of complete surrender. The devotee is completely different. They 

have permission to get married, they will live in the worldly way.  A renunciate cannot get 

married, they cannot smoke or drink or do anything like that, and they have to follow a vegetarian 

diet—this is what the traditional Indian way says. This is for those who want to strictly follow 

spirituality in their lives. Those who don’t want the robes can live in the world. They can work, 

study, get married, and be involved in spirituality part-time, not full-time.  Some people like to be 

involved in spirituality part-time and some people prefer to learn spirituality full-time. Being 

involved in spirituality full-time means you are completely involved in it, for perhaps twelve, six or 

eight hours a day. If you are learning spirituality part-time then you can have ten gurus, it doesn’t 

matter. Why not?  Because you want to learn something about spirituality. You will go to meet 

some spiritual masters and they will teach from different perspectives, in different ways, but that 

doesn’t matter; you must listen and follow which way you feel within you is correct. The 

traditional dharma says that you can have many gurus. There are many great, divine saints and 

masters born on this earth.  You should respect them all and cultivate faith, belief, and trust. You 

must learn about everything.  I think there’s nothing wrong in that. 

 

If somebody wants to find water then they will have to dig a well.  In Tamil Nadu you have to dig a 

well to a depth of at least eighty feet to get water. If you dig to eighty feet in one place you will 

immediately get water.  But if you dig in ten different places, what will happen?  All the wells will 
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have been dug to half that depth and you won’t have any water. If you want water then first of all 

you have to find out where there will be water when you dig; it won’t be everywhere. When you 

find a good place, dig the well there. You can visit any Ashram. Look at that Ashram and see if the 

land is good; see if the master is good. You must observe. Don’t immediately start digging there. 

That is not doubting; it is using discrimination. You must give it a little time—one, two or three 

weeks—and then your mind will tell you if it is the correct place or not. If your mind tells you it is 

the correct place, then you can start the work there.  Don’t start digging the well until your mind 

tells you it is the correct place.  You must believe it in your heart and mind. Your heart will never 

lie to you. Your heart will never cheat you.  So first of all you must believe in yourself, and then 

you must wait a little. That is why I say patience is the highest. If you take decisions about things 

immediately, you won’t be able to develop in anything in your life.  It is not possible to judge a 

place properly in just one or two days. 

 

India is a good country but if you go to the shop here and want to buy something immediately, 

then the people in the shop will cheat you. Why?  Because they know you are a fool.  You are in a 

hurry and they know it.  You want them to give you something quickly so they won’t give you 

something of good quality; they will give you something of inferior quality. If you go to any shop to 

buy something you should do it patiently. You must patiently find out what you want. Before you 

buy anything you must go to two or three shops, then only will you know what each shop is like 

and in which shop the price is correct. If a shop tells you the correct rate then you can buy 

something.  In the West it is a completely different culture.  There every shop sells the items at 

the same price but in India every shop sells at a different price.  So you have to go to ten shops, 

find out the correct price, and then buy something. Now you came here to India to learn about 

dharma and spirituality. You should visit ten to twenty Ashrams and then find out which Ashram is 

correct.  Don’t do it in a hurry. Go slowly and observe what is happening in each place. There is 

no hurry. This is a security for your life. Many people use spirituality to cheat. Many people talk 

about spirituality to make money.  Many people say that they know everything and that they have a 

lot of powers, energy, and divine everything.  These are only words.  I am worried that, without 

thinking, some people will go in the wrong direction—that is their karma. Later you will 

understand that it is a place where they are cheating. That’s why I say first you must be patient and 

find out the truth. This is an Indian shop!  The traditional Indian religion and masters follow the 

Indian way.  I have made an Ashram in India but my country of origin is Sri Lanka.  I like India very 

much but I don’t like to lie or cheat.  Human beings will live for just a short period.  Nobody will 

live for two hundred years.  Most people live for eighty or ninety years and whatever wealth, 

name, or fame you gain will only last for these eighty years. The devotees don’t understand the 

value of their bodies and thoughts. We must direct our spiritual energy, our divine energy, our 

thoughts, and our minds in the correct way, and then I definitely feel you will understand 

something about dharma.  
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The message of spirituality is that firstly you must believe in yourself. What message did I give you 

before? To firstly have faith in yourself. If you doubt yourself then how will you understand 

dharma? You must trust and believe in yourself. You are a good person. You have a good heart.  If 

you doubt yourself then how are you going to believe your master? The master is another body. 

You have two bodies—what are they?  One is the physical body and the other is the atma inside.  

You must have faith in your soul, in your divine atma. You must believe that you are good, that 

you are kind, that your heart is good, your mind is good, your thoughts are good, your way of 

living is good…but this world is making you mad and the people around you are making you 

confused. Some people are teaching you to go in the wrong direction. They say, “I understand 

something of spirituality, I am receiving spiritual messages, I am receiving this and that.” When 

everybody says that, what happens?  You say, “Ayo, I have also been practising for one or two 

years but I never get anything, so I must not be sitting facing the correct direction...” and like this 

you are confusing yourself. Why are you doubting yourself?  Don’t doubt.  People who want name 

and fame normally say, “I know this, I know that...”  If you want to understand spirituality then the 

material world, name and fame, are meaningless; money too is not necessary.  Some people teach 

spiritual courses that cost five hundred pounds or two hundred pounds.  I don’t normally believe 

in any of this.  Everybody thinks that spirituality is outside.  You must believe that spirituality is 

inside of you.   

 

Our mind is usually crazy; it’s a monkey mind.  It never stays still and is always jumping around. 

Nobody knows why it jumps around, but you must believe in God—God knows why this monkey 

mind is jumping around. If you want to stop your mind jumping you must develop faith in God. 

God will make your mind normal.  The highest person is God. Who is God? Our mad mind asks a 

thousand questions like this. I never say Jesus Christ or Mohammad or Krishna or Rama is God—

something is there. God has no form or name or anything. He is the highest. He can live in your 

heart. If you are ready you must give God a place in your heart. If you fill your mind with dirty 

thoughts and confusion, how can God enter your heart? So, purify yourself and love everyone 

without any selfishness. We should not think these people are from my country, these people are 

foreigners, these people are German, these people are Australian, these people are Sri Lankan, 

these people are Indian, and so on. The country only relates to the body. Before we are born we 

are not black or white or red, and we have no caste or religion. Only after we are born are we 

given a name, a religion, a caste, and a nationality.  

 

What I feel is, every human being has six senses.  Animals have five senses.  If human beings who 

have six senses behave like animals that have only five senses, then what will happen?  Everybody 

likes to live in the world using only their five senses.  I want to talk to those people who are using 

six senses.  In today’s world everybody is using their five senses.  Who understands the Divine?  

Animals fight, they have jealousy and ego. They don’t know what is good or bad.  They cannot 

understand, they cannot laugh or cry. They have only five senses. If people also live using only their 

five senses, what happens?  So if you have six senses you must think carefully. The sixth sense 
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opens up the qualities of the heart so that you can live without jealousy and ego. This is the 

knowledge that the sixth sense brings.   

 

How can you find a true Guru?  If you have six senses then it will be easy to understand which 

Guru is correct. If you live using only your five senses then you will never get a Guru, instead you 

will get a nice dog. You must develop yourself. If you want to understand the highest being, to 

understand the highest Guru and master, then you must first become mature. If doesn’t even 

matter if you are not mature, but you must use your sixth sense and live happily, peacefully, 

without jealousy and ego, and without telling lies.  

 

Some people talk about spirituality and say they know everything. For example, sometimes people 

sit down to eat one chapati and before they are even halfway through they are already talking 

about unnecessary rubbish. Talking, talking, talking...they don’t even know what they are talking 

about. Afterwards they will go to sleep and they won’t know what they said, it was just talk ing. 

Such talking spoils everybody. Normally I like to come to the dharmasala but there everybody 

starts talking. What are they saying?  Why are they talking? What is the purpose of so much 

talking? Everybody enjoys a cup of tea but they take one sip and then start talking. What happens 

when we talk so much? We start thinking too much, we get confused, and our monkey mind starts 

jumping. When you talk too much you spoil yourself. That is why people who are following the 

highest spirituality say we should be silent. I never say you must live in silence—you can talk, but 

think about what you are saying, why you are talking, and what the benefit is in that. You are just 

talking without any benefit.   

 

You came to eat because you were hungry but you start to talk and so you become even hungrier 

and waste your energy. How will you get spiritual energy when you keep on chattering? How will 

you find out who your correct master is if you are talking rubbish before you eat? It takes ten 

minutes to eat a couple of chapatis, a little bit of curry, and some fried rice but you spend two 

hours talking while you try to put a little bit of food inside your stomach. Then how are you going 

to find your Guru? It takes you two hours just to eat something that would normally take only ten 

minutes. I know for sure that if you find a true master you would never eat at all—you would only 

talk and talk and talk! You will ask unnecessary questions about unnecessary matters! If you can’t 

even reduce the hunger in your stomach then how are you going to get wisdom and develop? You 

have a thousand questions; while you are asking questions the correct master will have left!  The 

highest developed people, the divine masters, know everything; inside they are laughing and 

wondering why these mad people are asking unnecessary mad questions.  

 

A true master doesn’t expect any publicity in the world. He is not bothered about money. He 

doesn’t want to talk, discuss, please, or flatter. He never tries to please people; if he has anything 

to say he says it outright. He doesn’t like to be with the people. He thinks that if people want to 

understand something about spirituality then they should come to him, but if they don’t, then they 
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should go. Normally true spiritual masters live with a completely free mind. Their inner heart is 

also free. So how do you find a true master?  Where is the true master?  Each person’s thoughts, 

ideas, and way of thinking are different. Some people think that a true master should wear 

trousers; some people think that a true master should have their eyes closed; some people think 

that a true master should be ninety years old; some people think that a true master should always 

be inside their room; some people think that a true master only gives blessings.  We all have 

different expectations according to our perspective. You have some expectations and you think 

that a true master should only live in a particular way.  You have your own preconceptions and 

you want to find a master that fits that, otherwise you think the master is not correct. You already 

have the belief that a master should live in a particular way. Why do you already think that? You 

have read many books about spirituality and spiritual masters and you know how many spiritual 

people lived. Because of that you think that the Guru should live in a particular way.  Is it correct?  

If a saint was born a hundred years ago then he or she will have lived according to that time. (...) 

When Jesus Christ was born it was a different time in the world and people lived in a completely 

different way, so Jesus Christ taught dharma from a different perspective. Lord Buddha was born 

in Bodhgaya at a time when the Brahmins controlled everything and didn’t allow others to learn 

about dharma. Lord Buddha taught from that angle; he taught that meditation is the highest. 

Mohammed came and taught in yet another way. Now the world is modern, people are modern, 

and the way of living is modern. You want a bed, an air-conditioned room, a private toilet, a daily 

cup of tea, a chapati without chili, and nice fruit.  You want cool drinks and ice cream. You want a 

nice car, a helicopter, and a plane. You are living in a modern world whereas before there were no 

planes or cars. A hundred years ago nobody slept in a bed [in India], nobody had a car. So the 

saints at that time taught dharma in a particular way which suited that time. Don’t compare their 

way of teaching with that of today. In today’s world the avatars and divine people will drive in a 

Contessa car! That’s the way it is today, so what to do?  

 

So how can we discern who is a true master? Most of you read many books. Through book 

knowledge you want to understand the highest dharma, but how are you going to understand this? 

Knowledge is completely different from experience. Practical knowledge and book knowledge are 

completely different. You read many books—that’s okay—but don’t expect the Guru to come in 

the same way in today’s world. God will send a divine master who will develop the people 

according to the current situation.  

 

Jai Prema Shanti! 
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My Turn 
Mahashivaratri in Sri Premananda Ashram  

A Devotee’s Experience 

 

This year Mahashivaratri was really special. Not only because of the fourteen lingams which 

manifested at the foot of Swamiji’s statue or because of the vibhuti that appeared on his statue, but 

also because of the very strong feeling of joy, friendship, and unity that everyone seemed to 
experience. We all felt part of the same spiritual family—the Sri Premananda family. 

 

Some of us arrived in the Ashram with hearts heavy with concern and sadness, but the 

extraordinary energy of Mahashivaratri lightened our hearts by filling them with calm and 

happiness.  
 

Many amongst us felt it was important to feel the divine presence of our Guru within us, setting 

aside any worries and putting Swamiji’s teachings into practice, thus spreading his teachings by 

ourselves becoming a living example of them. Once Swamiji himself said, “You are my truth.” Our 

ability to put Swamiji’s teachings into practice will bring success. 
 

At the time of Jesus his apostles had the task of transmitting his teachings to the world.  The 

strength of their faith and the example of their sacrifice spread those teachings like a fire stoked by 

the wind. The same happened with the followers of Mohammed, the sangha of Buddha, and the 
gopis of Krishna.  The Guru alone cannot do it all.  His disciples have the task of spreading the 

teachings and planting the seeds that will grow and bear fruits. 

 

Swamiji said several times that his energy would last for 2,500 years.  Coming to the Ashram and 

praying before Swamiji’s Samadhi and Swamiji’s statue has helped us to recharge our spiritual 
energy and has made us stronger; it has inspired us to continue our service for our beloved 

Master. 

 

Swamiji taught us to follow our hearts and to feel free.  He never forced anybody to take one 

particular path instead of another, even if it was the wrong one.  Each soul has the possibility to 
choose their path by following their own heart.  The Guru can only show the right path to the 

disciples.  By following it they will have the possibility of reaching the highest peaks of spirituality 

but if the disciple wants to follow his desires and return to samsara or maya, the Guru can only 

give his blessings and accept that they follow their own way.  

 
This year I thought I would not be able to go to the Ashram for Mahashivaratri. I had planned to 

come for the yagam on February 21st but on the 19th I started to feel sick with diarrhoea, nausea, 

and vomiting, and each day I kept postponing the trip.  On the 23rd I was still in a bad condition 

and, since I hadn’t eaten for five days, I was very weak.  I cancelled the taxi for Trichy and told the 
Ashram that I wouldn’t be coming for Mahashivaratri.  I felt very depressed and sad. 

 

At 8 o’clock on the morning of February 24th, I had a vision of Swami urging me to go to the 

Ashram.  I said that I would like to but that I felt too sick.  Swami repeated the invitation three 
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times and the third time I woke up and I called the taxi again.  Strangely enough, the taxi had 

already been waiting for me for the last two hours! 
 

Before leaving I called my friend who is a therapist and asked that they send me light and energy.  I 

was able to participate in almost all the functions during Shivaratri night, including the procession 

around the Ashram, and I was one of the first to view the first three lingams that manifested in 

front of Swamiji’s statue!  I witnessed the perfumed vibhuti manifesting from Swamiji’s statue and I 
received blessings with the fourteen lingams that he materialized.  I also chanted and meditated in 

the Om Namah Shivaya room.  I never felt so good and full of energy!  Thank you Swami! 

 

I suggest that everybody come to the Ashram for Mahashivaratri at least once, to pray before 

Swamiji’s Samadhi and to feel the energy emanating from his statue when it is covered in vibhuti or 
sandalwood.  It is an experience you will never forget! 

 

Jai Prema Shanti! 
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Sri Premeshvarar Temple 

 
 

 

 

Abhishekams, Pujas and Mantras 
 

Swamiji’s Statue Abhishekam  

Every month, according to Swamiji’s birth star, we perform an abhishekam to the statue of Swamiji 

in the Sri Premeshvarar Temple.  The statue was made according to ancient traditional methods 

using five metals – zinc, copper, gold, silver, tin.  Swamiji said that the Sri Premeshvarar temple is a 

Shiva-Shakti temple.  In 2012 the Ashram installed a statue of Swamiji in the place where Amman 

would normally have been, as this is what was advised by the priests, since the temple is a Samadhi 

temple.  The abhishekam is performed as is done for any five-metal statue and the mantras that we 

chant are the same as those for the Guru Pada Puja. 

 

Not long after the statue of Swamiji was installed in the temple, pure, white vibhuti began to 

manifest from it at different times.  Beautifully fragrant sandalwood powder has also manifested 

from the statue several times.  Then in 2013 a lingam appeared at the foot of Swamiji’s statue 

during Mahashivaratri.  This happened each following year until, in 2016, six lingams manifested at 

the foot of the statue.  This year fourteen lingams manifested both at the foot of the statue and on 

Swamiji’s Samadhi lingam.  This is Swamiji’s way of showing us that he is ever-present, protecting 

us, loving us, and bringing us ever closer to the Divine.  The vibhuti and sandalwood powder from 

the statue is immediately collected, packed, and distributed to everyone in the Ashram, to the 

Centres, and to all of Swamiji’s devotees abroad.  Any devotee who is in the Ashram and who 

knows how to perform abhishekam, can come and perform the abhishekam to Swamiji’s statue.  It 

is a very great blessing to be able to perform abhishekam to a statue from which such pure 

manifestations have occurred.   

 

 

Left:  Swamiji’s 
statue covered 
in vibhuti with 
the big lingam 
that 
manifested in 

2016. 

Right:  
Swamiji’s 
statue covered 
in sandalwood 
with the 
lingam that 
manifested in 
2014. 
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Experiences at Mahashivaratri 
Getting in Deep Contact with the Element of Fire 

By Dhriti and Asutosh 

 

Many of us have had the chance to participate in yagams—either conducted by the Brahmin priests 
in the Sri Premananda Ashram in India, or conducted by one of Swamiji’s sannyas disciples on 

special occasions in one of the Sri Premananda Centres in Europe.  Having been touched by the 

transformative power and beauty of the ritual, and by the element itself, there were many Sri 

Premananda Centre Coordinators and devotees who wished to learn how to conduct a yagam 

themselves.  
 

Those who came to the Ashram this year for the Mahashivaratri period had the opportunity to 

participate in a fire workshop, in the mornings during four consecutive days.  Obviously it is not 

possible to get a full “priest-like” training in just a few mornings.  But our teacher managed to 

make us feel and experience the essence of being in deep and sincere contact with the fire.   Every 
session started with pranayama, which was very helpful to still the mind and to settle ourselves in 

the body and in the ‘now’.  

 

On the first day of the workshop we were given some basic and essential information, and then 
deepened our contact with the fire by the means of a guided meditation.  On the second day we 

offered small branches that we had collected to the fire, and on the third day we offered many 

different natural items whilst we chanted mantras.  We also had the chance to participate in a 

complete yagam ceremony on Swamiji’s Samadhi day, which was on the second day of the 

workshop.   On the last day of the workshop we visualized the whole procedure internally.  This 
helped us a lot to integrate all the experiences we had had with the fire, and also to review the 

entire procedure.  

 

We are very grateful to Swamiji that we had the chance to learn the essential rules of yagam and 

that we were also guided to deeply feel the fire inside us.  We even gained enough confidence to 
be able to perform our own small fire ceremonies at the end of the workshop!  

 

A huge thanks to our workshop teacher, all the participants, and of course to Swamiji. 

 

Jai Prema Shanti!  
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NEWS FROM THE SRI PREMANANDA CENTRES AND GROUPS AROUND THE WORLD 

Sri Premananda Group of Carcassonne, France  

We learn how to sing bhajans, we have satsang, and I also give lingam blessings.  We have a wide 

age range in our Group—from a young boy of twelve to a man of ninety-five.  One of my friends 

who comes to the programmes is suffering from cancer.  After her first session of chemotherapy 
she could not sleep at all and felt so sick that she called me.  I went to see her and suggested that 

a lingam blessing might help.  We also chanted ‘Om Namah Shivaya’ together for some time.  The 

following morning I received two messages—one from her and one from her daughter.  They 

were both very happy as they said that just half an hour after I left my friend was able to sleep and 

when she woke up she did not feel sick anymore.  They both couldn’t believe it and really felt that 
Swamiji had helped so much through the lingam blessing. 

 

I have another friend who is also suffering from cancer.  I went to see her and gave her a lingam 

blessing.  Afterwards she said that during the blessing she felt a nice sensation in her body and 

could feel her feet again.  The next time I went to see her she told me that the results of her 
recent medical examination were very good and her doctor couldn’t understand how it was 

possible to have such a result after so few sessions of chemotherapy. 

 

At the end of last May, and with the help of three other Centre Coordinators, I organised a small 

Indian festival.  Parameshvari, the Centre Coordinator of Montpellier, performed an abhishekam 
and Alex, Centre Coordinator of Lyon, spoke about the Ashram.  We also showed a film about 

Swamiji and we had some traditional Indian dances, music and food.  People really enjoyed it!  

During this festival many people heard about Swamiji for the first time and afterwards some of 

those people went to the Centre programmes in Montpellier. 
 

I hope our activities will now go on regularly and I ask Swamiji to help us to develop our faith. 

Jai Prema Shanti! 

Atma 
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Experiences at Mahashivaratri 
The Treasure Keepers 

By an Ashram resident 

 

I would like to share with all of you my feelings and experiences during Mahashivaratri 2017 in the 
Sri Premananda Ashram.  

 

Like a fine shimmering mist, love started to envelop the Ashram two weeks before the magical 

night.  We could all feel it in the air. There was no denying it!   Devotees started arriving and this 

year we felt closer than ever before.  
 

Before Mahashivaratri night there was a four-day yagam workshop.  It was a nice experience which 

helped us to get in tune with ourselves, each other, and with the five elements.  The mind became 

quiet and the thoughts slowed down. This is what I like to call a ‘fluffy cotton ball’ stage, when the 

body becomes more sensitive to outside influences, which during these days was all love and 
peace.  

 

We worked together, shared experiences, and had meetings, all in unity.  Even in moments of 

misunderstanding, unity came to solve them.  I could talk and talk about all the beautiful 
experiences I had with all the Centre coordinators and devotees who came from abroad but, in 

short, it is clear that the Ashram is in the hands of a big spiritual family, from all different countries, 

whose aim is to be together to support Swamiji’s mission. 

 

And then the magic night came!!  The strong energy of the ‘Om Namah Shivaya’ room empowered 
me in a way that I could never have imagined.  After all these years in the Ashram I can say that 

these lingams have become even more powerful with time. 

 

Since my childhood, I have always thought that beautiful stones (such as gem stones) should be 

used for a special purpose rather than just to decorate the neck or fingers of people.  Swamiji used 
to say that one day we will leave this planet but that all these lingams will stay.  They have their 

own life and their own purpose and, with the passage of time, they will be become even more 

precious. 

 

During the twenty-four hours’ chanting, I glanced at the lingams which had been arranged in a 
sacred geometric configuration this year.  In a meditative state but with my eyes open, I could see 

the geometric form become more than three dimensions and bigger than the original, and then the 

lingams started to transform into crystal coloured stones of safire, ruby, diamond, emerald,  and 

so on, on a golden support and all incrusted in a blue velvet tissue.  
 

In another moment of the night, with my eyes closed, I saw that this geometric form of the lingams 

had become a wheel which was turning quickly in a very light, delicate colour, like ether.  It could 

well be possible that these lingams make one of the energy vortexes (or chakras) that form part of 

the sacred geography of this planet.  
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Whatever be the case, the Ashram is sheltering the legacy of Swamiji as a big treasure for human 

beings and for this planet Earth.  These lingams are here for a purpose that our small minds can’t 
understand now.  We are the keepers of Swamiji‘s spiritual treasure.  

 

God chose our Guruji.  Through him, He sent to this planet a wonderful device to help us to 

evolve and reach the highest possibility of human potential together with Mother Earth. 

 
Eight days after Mahashivaratri, the person who had done all the work to decorate the ‘Om namah 

Shivaya’ room and who had spent twenty-four hours inside chanting ‘Om Nama Shivaya’ passed 

away.  A few days later we paid our last respects to him in that same room.  All the Ashram 

residents sang for him together, until the last moment before his physical body was taken to be 

cremated.  I feel that his soul has surely gone to the light without any disturbances, and is now 
merged with The Truth.  Gérard, we know that you are well. Thank you for unconditional and 

ceaseless service.  Hopefully, one day, we also will become light like you!!! 

 

Thank you Swamiji for guiding us in death, just as in life!!! 
 

OM NAMAH SHIVAYA!! 
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News from the ….. 

 

 
Youth Outing to a Vedic School 

 

We left the Ashram in the early morning and brought our breakfast with us so that we could eat it 
on the way.  We stopped for a break in a small amusement park and then continued our journey. 

We also bought some sweets for the children in the school which we were about to visit.  The 

school explained to us that all the boys there come from a place called Bihar, north of Tamil Nadu.  

They were all Brahmins (the caste that are exclusively allowed to have a Vedic education and life 

as a temple priest), but as their lives at home were a struggle to survive, their parents brought 
them to this school which takes care of their daily needs and provides them with a traditional 

Brahmin education. 

 

When we arrived we were received by the owner and were brought to the boys who were 

awaiting our arrival.  It was wonderful to see their traditional way of dressing and the discipline 
instilled in them.  We distributed our small gifts and then we all went to the cowshed to attend a 

fire ceremony for the sun (Surya Namaskaram) and a cow puja (Go puja) conducted by the boys. 

Next we went to the classroom to hear the boys chanting Vedic mantras.  It was pleasant to hear 

the harmony in which the boys recited the traditional mantras they had learned.  We were also 

given the opportunity to sing some bhajans and one Premananda Youth member performed a 
short Bharat Natyam dance. I don’t know what the children thought but it felt good to show them 

what we had learned from our Guruji. 

 

We then took some of the boys out to visit the surroundings of Mahabalipuram.  We visited a few 
cottage industry projects, one where natural oils were derived from seeds and another where a 

tailor was producing bags. The owner explained that these kinds of projects provided work 

opportunities for the people in the surrounding areas but nowadays people prefer to search for 

work outside of the villages and so it has become a challenge to continue these kinds of initiatives. 

In our group, there was a young girl from France who was celebrating her birthday that day so she 
was allowed to choose one of the bags as a present!  We continued on our way to a nearby 

coconut field.  When we arrived a whole bunch of tender coconuts was laying before us to be 

tasted.  We were taught how to drink them in the traditional way as you can see on the photo.  I 

remembered Swamiji telling us how healthy coconut water is for us and while thinking about this I 

enjoyed the treat.  Before going back to the school we visited another Vedic school of a well-
known Saivite branch of the followers of saint Adi Shankarachariyar.  We heard the chanting of 

mantras from a distance and saw five young boys sitting in a circle, repeating mantras very 

intensively.  I had never seen so much dedication and determination.  Our guide explained to us 

that the children of this school practised chanting for four to five hours without a break.  
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When we came back to the school we were served a delicious typical Brahmin meal.  Shortly after 

our meal we sat down for a drink and the vivid eighty-year-old owner of the school told us about 
his ongoing projects, his future plans, the agricultural prizes he received and his love for the village 

he lives in, Mahabalipuram.  Soon after this we had to say goodbye to everybody as it was time to 

head back to the Ashram.  It was a fantastic experience to be together with other young people, 

visiting such special places.  I learned a lot that day about the traditional culture of India and I was 

happy to have joined. 
 

Thank you Swamiji! 

 

Jai Prema Shanti! 
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“In order to fulfill God’s will on this earth, 

human beings should promote love, 

compassion, kindness, politeness, and be 

helpful to the needy, without discriminating by 

merely looking at the physical body of the 

being.  Let’s view the life of a being and not 

the physical body of a being.  Let us live and let 

live.” 

Swami Premananda 
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The One Without Name or 

Form 
Each month we are publishing one chapter from 

Swamiji’s book, ‘The One Without Name or 

Form’, his living message on how we can realize 

the true purpose of our births, how we can 

approach ever closer to the one and eternal 

truth that he experienced, lived and saw every 

moment of his life.  

 

Hospitality 
  

In today’s modern world people have adapted various customs and practices to fit their own 

purposes. Hospitality is one practice that should hold an important place in people’s lives. 

Hospitality simply means inviting and treating guests and strangers genially and with respect.  This 

gracious custom is no longer common and it continues to decline because many people do not feel 

that being hospitable is important and wonder why they should bother to welcome others nicely.  

 

Some people who adhere to the custom of hospitality consider it simply to be a tradition. Others 

have difficulty understanding its significance and have stopped following the rules of hospitality; 

they misunderstand its meaning and act indifferently or even act in an opposite way. Because of 

these kinds of attitudes people have lost interest in being hospitable.  

 

Another reason for this lack of interest in hospitality is the unfavourable behaviour of the visitor 

towards the host. A visitor with such an attitude neither understands nor respects the practice of 

hospitality.  Whoever behaves in a disrespectful manner towards his or her host will soon pay the 

penalty. 

 

Our ancestors respected their traditional customs and some even held these customs in as high 

regard as they did their own lives. The lady saint and poet, Avvai, once declared: “Never step into 

a house where you are not shown respect.” This reflects the attitude of the society at that time. 

However, even today we can still find enough people who continue to honour this age-old custom. 

Just because some people act indifferently we should not assume that everyone necessarily acts in 

the same way.  

 

Why are we invited somewhere?  Why do we visit others?  By being courteous and treating 

others cordially and with kindness we will not lose respect and dignity.  If we have ulterior motives 
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for visiting someone we will lose their respect and become undeserving. Even our close 

relationships will suffer. 

 

When a person in need receives help they should realize the value of the help which they are 

receiving.  One should not seek help from others too frequently and always expect to be given 

more and more help, otherwise the help given will lose its value.  We should give due respect to 

those who love and trust us.  Don’t think that they won’t notice the mistakes we make.  If we 

continue to commit misdeeds we will eventually lose their respect, even though they may still 

continue to help us.  

 

Students in school have respect for their teachers but if the teachers are not recognisant of their 

respect they will lose the esteem of the student.  

  

There should be mutual respect amongst the members of an organization otherwise confidence 

will be undermined.  Trust lies at the root of the tradition of hospitality.  When your trust 

diminishes, when you do not act in trust or don’t realize and maintain the trust others have in you, 

you will lose their respect and confidence.  

 

The respect we receive from others is indeed a rare fortune and we should make sure not to lose 

it.  Don’t be foolish; act wisely.  Pray to the One without name or form and ask for his grace. 

Showing respect to everyone and living a life worthy of respect will lead us to a higher state.  
 

Though we may live in poverty, let us welcome all those who come to us with 

hospitality. 

Appreciate the ancient customs and your life will flourish; 

Bless those who welcome you with a smile on your face. 
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